
Lamont Books Standing Order 

Nona & Me 
By Clare Atkins 
Publisher:  Black Inc. 
ISBN 9781863956895 
$19.99 

Lamont Review: 

A fantastic depiction of life in a remote Aboriginal community and changing friendships. 

Rosie is white and Nona is Aboriginal but, through local custom they have been Yapas, ‘sisters’ 
since they were young. Nona moved away when the girls were nine years old and has now         
returned when they are sixteen. 

Their friendship is not what it was and Rosie denies their friendship to look good to her new white 
friends from town and Nick, her boyfriend. 

But can we deny our past? Should the mining community take precedence over the cultural     
landowners? What will be the impact of the Prime Minister’s announcement on Northern Territory  
intervention? 

This is a beautifully written debut novel by Clare Atkins, who has previously been a scriptwriter for 
television, on shows including Home & Away, All Saints and Winners & Losers. She researched and 
wrote Nona & Me while living in Arnhem Land.  

Best suited to those 15+. 

Reviewed by Rob 

October 2014 Secondary Fiction 

Blurb: 

Rosie and Nona are sisters. Yapas. 
 

They are also best friends. It doesn't matter that Rosie is white and Nona is Aboriginal: their family         
connections tie them together for life. 
 

Born just five days apart in a remote corner of the Northern Territory, the girls are inseparable, until Nona 
moves away at the age of nine. By the time she returns, they're in Year 10 and things have changed. Rosie 
has lost interest in the community, preferring to hang out in the nearby mining town, where she goes to 
school with the glamorous Selena, and Selena's gorgeous older brother Nick. 
 

When a political announcement highlights divisions between the Aboriginal community and the mining 
town, Rosie is put in a difficult position: will she be forced to choose between her first love and her oldest 
friend? 
 

In a family torn apart by grief and guilt, one girl’s struggle to come to terms with years of torment shows 
just how long old wounds can take to heal. 

Secondary Book 
of the Month 



Lamont Books Standing Order 

October 2014 Secondary Fiction 

Lamont Review: 
 
Since the creators placed people on Earth twelve thousand years ago, there have been 12 ancient lines 
from whom all of humanity has descended.  
 
One teenager from each line has always been chosen to represent their line should the creators decide 
to decimate Earth and call for the beginning of the game  -  Endgame  - where only the winning line will 
survive. 
 
Now the time has come, and the Endgame has begun. Those 12 teenagers who have been living a    
relatively normal life are now called into action. They have been secretly trained as hunters and killers 
by those in their family that were chosen before them. There are three keys that they must uncover to 
succeed. One of them must succeed, or we will all be lost... 
 
This is an engrossing first instalment in a huge new series that has already had the movie rights sold 
and that also contains a real puzzle - if the reader can solve the code they will find the location of a 
hidden key that will open a glass case full of gold coins. 
 
Good luck and let the Endgame begin! 
 
Being fairly gruesome at times, it would be best suited to those 14+. 
 
Reviewed by Rob. 

Blurb: 
 

Endgame is a revolutionary, fully integrated, multimedia experience that invites its audience to join twelve 
Players in a worldwide, puzzle-based scavenger hunt for three hidden keys and the ultimate prize. There are 
twelve ancient bloodlines. In each, a chosen warrior comes of age and trains for a catastrophic event that has 
not yet happened. But no one has had to fight yet-until the Calling. Now, twelve Players must set off on a 
scavenger hunt that will span the globe, all in search of the three ancient keys that will save not just their 
bloodline, but the world. And only one can win. The Endgame series is a groundbreaking interactive project 
that combines a trilogy of novels, nine digital novellas, an online game, and interactive features that include 
YouTube videos, mapping coordinates, and social media, all in one revolutionary experience. Each book in the 
Endgame trilogy will feature an interactive puzzle-designed in collaboration with professional cryptographers-
comprised of clues and riddles layered into the text. The first reader to solve the puzzle will win a major prize.  

Endgame  -  The Calling 

By James Frey and Nils Johnson-Shelton 
Publisher:  Harper Collins 
ISBN 9780007586448 
$24.99 



Lamont Books Standing Order 

October 2014 

Cooper Bartholomew is Dead 

By Rebecca James 
Publisher:  Allen & Unwin 
ISBN 9781743319239 
$19.99 

Lamont Review: 

Cooper Bartholomew’s body is found at the foot of a cliff. Suicide? But Libby, his girlfriend, doesn’t      
believe that. 

This is a suspense filled thriller that looks at the build up to Cooper’s death in the ‘Then’ section and 
the aftermath in the ‘Now’ section, as seen through the eyes of the four main characters Cooper,     
Libby, his best friend Sebastian and his ex-girlfriend Claire. 

I won’t give away the ending, but I will say that there are so many plots twists that I didn't see the  
ending coming. Rebecca James, whose Beautiful Malice I loved, has written another superb thriller that 
delves deeply into the characters, their thoughts, problems and foibles are picked at until they bleed. 

I highly recommend this book to older secondary students 16+ but I will stress that it is not for         
everyone.  It contains sex scenes and drug taking as part of the life of the characters, although it also 
shows the unfavourable consequences of their actions. 

Reviewed by Rob. 

 

Secondary Fiction 

Blurb: 
Cooper Bartholomew's body is found at the foot of a cliff. Suicide. That's the official finding, 
that's what everyone believes. Cooper's girlfriend, Libby, has her doubts. They'd been happy, in 
love. Why would he take his own life? As Libby searches for answers, and probes more deeply 
into what really happened the day Cooper died, she and her friends unravel a web of deception 
and betrayal. Are those friends - and enemies - what they seem? Who is hiding a dangerous 
secret? And will the truth set them all free? A gripping new novel from the author of Beautiful 
Malice and Sweet Damage. 



Lamont Books Standing Order 

Belzhar 
By Meg Wolitzer 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster 
ISBN 9781471123764 
$16.99 

Lamont Review: 

When Jam loses the love of her life, Reeve Maxfield, she sinks into a state of depression.  

As a last resort her parents send her to The Wooden Barn, a boarding school for highly         
intelligent, but fragile teenagers. 

Here she is enrolled in the ‘Special Topics in English’ class with four other students all carrying 
their own grief and trauma. 

With the help of the amazing Mrs Quenell, Sylvia Plath’s The Bell Jar and the mysterious     
journals that Mrs Quenell gives them and insists that they write in twice a week, slowly the 
students realise that something is changing in all of them. 

This is a beautifully written story that will touch your emotions. It is about first love,         
heartbreaking loss and depression however beneath the pain is a sense of learning to live 
again, to forgive yourself and to come to terms with the past. 

This story has a warmth to it and the personalities of the characters come alive as Meg 
Wolitzer   explores teenage emotion in depth. 

This book would suit both boys and girls Year 9 and up. 

Reviewed by Michelle. 

October 2014 Secondary Fiction 

Blurb 
 

I was sent here because of a boy. His name was Reeve Maxfield, and I loved him and then he died, 
and almost a year passed and no one knew what to do with me. 
 
A group of emotionally fragile, highly intelligent teenagers gather at a therapeutic boarding school 
where they are mysteriously picked for 'Special Topics in English'. Here, they are tasked with   
studying Sylvia Plath's The Bell Jar and keeping a journal. Each time the teens write in their diaries 
they are transported to a miraculous other world called Belzhar, a world where they are no longer 
haunted by their trauma and grief - and each begins to tell their own story.  



Lamont Books Standing Order 

Pandora Jones: Deception 
By Barry Jonsberg 
Publisher: Allen & Unwin 
ISBN 9781743318126 
$17.99 

Lamont Review: 

Very rarely do we put a sequel in our Standing Order packages but the Pandora Jones series is 
an exception. 

Pandora is back with more questions and more suspicions than when Admission ended. 

Teaming up with Jen, they are determined to find the truth, regardless of the cost. 

Action packed & mysterious, I finished this book in one sitting as it is impossible to put down. 

Your students who enjoyed the first book this year will love this sequel. 

Reviewed by Michelle. 

October 2014 Secondary Fiction 

Blurb 
 

It was difficult to know when nightmares ended and the waking world began. Pan is still 
struggling to distinguish between her dreams and reality. When she wakes in the Infirmary 
her mind replays the sight of Nate running along the shoreline and the way his body froze 
and then flopped after he was shot. But her memories hold more questions than answers 
and she doesn't know who to trust. When she forms an unlikely alliance with Jen to try to 
make sense of everyone's haunting similar memories and the conflicting information about 
The School, she finds herself with unexpected enemies. Pan and Jen are determined to seek 
the truth - no matter what rules they must break or how terrible the danger they face. But 
can they even trust each other? Intuition. Secrets. Truth. Courage. Action. Survival. 



Lamont Books Standing Order 

State of Grace 
By Hilary Badger 
Publisher: Hardie Grant Egmont 
ISBN 9781760120382 
$19.95 

Lamont Review: 

Wren lives an idyllic existence in Dot’s Paradise, a Garden of Eden like utopia.  

Together with the 99 other young and beautiful people living inside this bubble, Wren has everything 
she needs and believes that this is all that exists in the world. 

This slowly unravels when Wren starts to experience flashbacks to an earlier life. Why does Blaze seem 
to know what is going on and want to discover more? 

With government control, clinical drug trials and a horrific secret from Wren’s past, the story builds to 
a climax where many questions are answered, but some are left to the imagination of the reader. 

A highly acclaimed author for younger readers, this is Hilary’s first novel for teen readers. 

Because of the jacket the book is likely to attract female readers aged 14+. 

Reviewed by Rob 

 

 

October 2014 Secondary Fiction 

Blurb  
 

Nothing and no-one exists beyond the garden where Wren and the others live, but that's okay - 
they have everything they could possibly need right there, in paradise. The trees are laden with 
fruit and the water in the lagoon is as clear as crystal. Wren's world is a utopia. If only Wren could 
stop the strange visions she's started having: flashes of another world, where there are people she 
doesn't know - couldn't possibly know - but who somehow feel familiar. And what does Blaze, the 
most beautiful and mysterious of creations, know about what's going on in Wren's head? When 
she uncovers the lies that are propping up everything she has ever believed in, Wren must choose: 
remain in blissful ignorance or face the ugly truth?  



Lamont Books Standing Order 

Afterworlds  
By Scott Westerfeld 
Publisher: Penguin 
ISBN 9780143572046 
$19.99 

Lamont Review: 

An incredible novel by the super talented Scott Westerfeld.  The book has two great stories intertwined 

in alternate chapters. 

The first follows the main character, Darcy Patel, receiving a huge advance from a publisher for a book 

manuscript that she has submitted.  Having only just completed high school, Darcy chooses to spend her 

enormous advance on moving to an apartment in New York and starting work on the next instalment of 

her “Afterworlds” trilogy. She soon establishes herself in YA writer’s scene and falls for another exciting 

new YA author, Imogen Grey. 

The second story is Darcy’s Afterworld novel.  Darcy’s novel is about Lizzie, the only survivor of a mass 

shooting by terrorists.  Although Lizzie survived she can now see the dead and can cross over to the 

‘flipside’ where she is to act as a ‘psychopomp’ assisting the recently deceased to find peace. 

The Afterworld story in itself is fantastic but having it contained within Darcy’s narrative is compelling.  

Books that try to tell two stories in one can sometimes struggle to maintain two distinct voices but Scott 

Westerfeld has manage to capture both Darcy and Lizzie as independent voices in their own excellent 

stories. 

Reviewed by Rob 

October 2014 Secondary Fiction 

Blurb 
 

Scott Westerfeld is renowned in the YA fiction market, this is a perfect blend of contemporary love story and 
fantastical thriller.  
 

Darcy has secured a publishing deal for her three paranormal books. Now she must find the wherewithall to 
write the second one whilst she has a reprieve from going to college, thanks to her savvy sister. She has 
enough funds for 3 years in NY... if she eats only noodles every day.  
 

In the story Darcy has written, the character Lizzie survives a traumatic shooting event only to discover that 
she has become a psychopomp a spirit guide to the dead. But she's not dead.. or is she? With one foot in 
each world, Lizzie's challenges are somewhat unique. Then there's her hot spirit guide... and all those ghosts 
that keep appearing... and the 'living' friend she usually tells everything to...  
 

More than all I'd seen and heard. It was coming back to life that made me believe in the afterworld. 



Lamont Books Standing Order 

The Perfectionists 
By Sara Shepherd 
Publisher: Hot Key Books 
ISBN 9781471404344 
$16.95 

Lamont Review: 

After the huge success of the Pretty Little Liars series, many will be keen to read the first book in this new 

series by Sara Shepherd. 

I really got hooked into the strong and varied female characters and their interactions. When I started to 

explain the book to my family, they thought it sounded a lot like Gossip Girl, but they couldn't believe 

how into the different characters I was. 

It is an enthralling murder mystery but with a new unresolved issue arriving in the final chapter, I can  

only wonder how many more instalments we can expect, although at this stage I am told only one more. 

A great book to be read for its entertainment value and, although I doubt it will be winning any literary 

awards, it is thoroughly enjoyable. 

There is nothing unsuitable so this book should be fine for all secondary girls, even though a 50 year old 

man loved it too. 

Reviewed by Rob 

 

October 2014 Secondary Fiction 

Blurb 
 

In Beacon Heights High, Nolan Hotchkiss is king. His charm, wealth and good looks are deceptively 
seductive, and many are the students whose lives and reputations have been ruined by it. All the 
while Nolan continues to reign, unquestioned and undisrupted. Until now, that is. Mackenzie, Ava, 
Julie, Caitlin and Parker seemingly don't have much in common.  
 
Each has their own friends, dramas and goals. But one thing they do share: they all have a deep 
hatred of Nolan Hotchkiss. And they all think it's about time he paid for what he's done. They come 
up with the perfect murder - a hypothetical murder, of course. It's all wishful thinking...until they 
wake up one morning to find that their wish has come true. Nolan has been killed - in exactly the 
way they planned. The thing is, they didn't do it. So who did?  



Lamont Books Standing Order 

Sandy Feet 
By Nikki Buick 
Publisher: University of Queensland Press 
ISBN 9780702253157 
$19.95 

Lamont Review: 

Sandy Feet delves into a family break up and the battlefield that can ensue, in all its ugliness. 

Through the eyes of 16 year old Hunter, we gain an understanding of the depth of feeling and breadth of 

people impacted by his parent’s divorce. 

The book tackles drink driving, step-families and tragedy, but the guts of the story is a teenage boy     

finding his way in the world. Unfortunately, there were times in this book when the author’s adult female 

voice could be detected, rather than Hunter’s voice. This had some negative impact and limited how  

genuinely I could associate with the characters. 

All in all, a topical and uplifting story for both boys and girls 13+. 

Reviewed by Rob 

October 2014 Secondary Fiction 

Blurb 
 

Life was not meant to be easy. It was meant to be a treacherous obstacle course, a cruel gauntlet, 
and right then I was in the thick of it.  
 

Hunter is stuck in a car with his family as they travel up the Queensland coast. It is a trip that his 
mum thinks will bring the family closer together, especially now that his stepdad and baby brother 
are part of the mix. 
 

But with tension and secrets sizzling beneath the happy family facade, the road trip soon becomes 
Hunter's worst nightmare. The further away from home he gets the more he can't shake thoughts 
of the accident that took his dad away from them. 
 

Forced out of his comfort zone, Hunter tries to embrace life on the road.  Between campsites he 
parties with friendly backpackers on the beach, has one too many close encounters with wild     
animals and finally meets a girl who actually understands how he feels.  But is it enough to help 
him deal with the real reason his family set off on their journey in the first place? 


